Lady Jean Marie
Available to charter from €1,150 per day

Lady Jean Marie is a sporty open motor yacht and the perfect charter yacht for
day trips or a long relaxing weekend at an anchorage.
She boasts a comfortable 2 cabin layout for up to 6 guests and ample, sociable
exterior relaxation areas. This combined with the agility and potential to go
anywhere you want makes the Lady Jean Marie a pleasure to be onboard.
If it's a day out on the sea or a longer trip while you visit the many beautiful bays and coves of the Balearics this yacht is perfect for your vacation. It's time to take an
adventure in the ultimate style and luxury.

A Fantastic Yacht To Charter
This is a beautiful yacht with all the latest functionality and facilities you could need to make your
vacation a truly fantastic time. Please see a list of the specifications below, the availability and if you have
any questions please do let us know!
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Technical
Manufacturer

Pricing

Model Year

Off Season (per day)

€1150

Beam

June & September (per day)

€1250

Engines

July & August (per day)

€1350

Fresh Water

Mandatory Costs

Bavaria

Model

Bavaria 450 Sport

2016 / 2021

Length

13.83

4.41
2x370 HP Volvo Penta

Draft

1.10

Fuel

1500L

410L

Facilities

Captain (per day)

€250

Air Conditioning

Autopilot

Cleaning

€150

Barbeque

Generator

GPS Plotter

Radar

Notes
All charters need APA @ 30% of total charter rental.

Toys

Fuel cost not included.

Anti-Jellyfish Pool

Dinghy

Paddle Board

Snorkelling Gear

Some Of Our Other Fantastic Yachts

EXCLUS IVE

Absolute 48 Coupe

Elegant II

EXCLUS IVE

Say 42

SAY 42

EXCLUS IVE

Ocean Eco 60

Alva Ocean Eco 60

Sporty lines for a layout devoted to comfort and highly
versatile: Absolute 48 Coupé stands out for her bold…

This SAY 42 Carbon Yacht is the ideal day charter boat
for you, family and friends to spend an unforgettable…

The Ocean Eco 60 is an innovation packed solar assisted
electric long-range cruiser that will perfectly suit…

From €2,000 Per Day

From €2,000 Per Day

From €5,000 Per Day

Please contact your agent for further information!

